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The Gift

2009 · 80” × 36”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels

Artist statement

in this autobiographical exhibition, Judith Kindler 
presents a glimpse into her childhood.  Through mixed-
media works produced in 2008 and 2009, the artist 
toys with ideas and emotions that spring from her love 
of music and ambivalent relationship with the violin. 
Whether through photo-based encaustics on panels or 
through a large 21 violin sculptural installation, Kindler’s 
interest in the subject delves back into her young life 
and then returns to the present with a reflective and 
provocative energy. 

As a young child, Kindler’s mother made her take violin 
lessons. she would have to carry her violin case to school 
on the days when she would go to her teacher’s home 
directly from school. she was a “skinny” (as the artist 
puts it) “girl with two long pigtails”. The boys would laugh 
at her and pull her pigtails and she was convinced it was 
because of the violin she carried.  so one day she told her 
teacher that her mother gave her permission to end her 
lessons. Unfortunately her mother had not, and after the 
teacher called to verify this with her mother, the young 
girl was in trouble. her mother allowed her to stop taking 
the violin lessons but switched her over to piano lessons 
instead. While a random and un-dramatic childhood 
story, it reflects upon the beginnings of lifelong 
impressions that are common to all of us and mold our 
sense of self, our loves and dislikes. typical in Kindler’s 
work, she explores the common thread of humanity. 
often times psychological, sometimes humorous and 
generally ambiguous, Kindler’s work reveals the fragile 
and influential state of mind that ultimately shapes us in 
responding to life’s experiences. in addition to works for 
“This is not my violin”, presented in this exhibition is a 
cross section of other works by Kindler spanning the last 
few years (see pages 20 – 33).
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Caged violin

2009 · 36” × 30”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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Child with violin

2009 · 60” × 36”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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The Audience

2009 · 60” × 36” 
encaustic, mixed media, resin, oils on panels
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This is not my violin

2009 · 60” × 36”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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observing the violins

2009 · 36” × 60”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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21 violin installation: “my story”

2009 · variable
mixed media, resin, acrylics, oils on violins
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Bottle of violin Resin

2009 · 36” × 24”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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violin First Aid

2009 · 36” × 30”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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Waiting for the music

2009 · 36” × 60”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels

lovin’ you

2009 · 36” × 60”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels

Just Ducky

2009 · 60” × 36”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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Birds in a Box

2009 · 30” × 30”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels

surface with spout 
and Fourteen Birds

2006 · 72” × 96”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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harm no one

2007 · 80” × 36”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels

listen! listen!

2004 · 80” × 36”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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nowhere to Go i, ii, & iii

2008 · 24” × 24” each
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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Botanical installation

2008 · 68” × 68” 
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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Collection

2008 · 19” × 26” 
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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tequila

2006 · 30” × 60”
encaustic, mixed media, oils on panels
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Judith Kindler grew up in Buffalo, ny in a creative 
family. her grandfather was a furniture designer and her 
mother an interior designer. visiting art galleries in the 
greater new york area was part of the family routine and 
very much influenced Kindler as a child. so much so 
that her mother always referred to her as “the artist”. At 
the age of nine she transformed her bedroom into an art 
studio, “with my mother’s blessing” Judith explains.

Artistically she has been most influenced by the new 
york school, the italian Renaissance painters, Fra 
Filippo lippi and Fra Angelico and contemporary 
artists like maurizio Cattelan, Christian Boltanski, 
Robert Gober and Richard Prince. today, both 
seasoned and accomplished, Judith Kindler is a multi-
disciplinary artist working in sculpture, installation, and 
photography-based mixed media work incorporating 
encaustic and oils. she lives in seattle Washington. 

Consumed by her work, she will spend two or three 
years focusing on one specific topic that is impacting her 
life.  she typically draws upon contemporary life around 
her, for example, in 2005 - 2006, questioning how we 
define ourselves by what we consume, she created a 
body of work entitled “Consume” (see pages 32, 33).

her work is deeply personal and often psychological. 
Kindler does not look for a direct response to any 
idea she has, but an ephemeral response instead. As a 
philosophy minor at Kent state, she also developed a 
compulsion to make the thought process part of her 
work,  exploring such ideas as memories, dreams, 
and alter ego in her art. symbols also play a large role 
in her narratives: Bottles representing illusion, the 
birds representing the protagonist and antagonist is 
her stories or simply the voyeurism of the viewer, the 

cages representing social conditioning and so on (see 
pages 24 – 31). Kindler’s work plays with the subjects, 
the struggles, the issues of her life as she endeavors 
to philosophically deal with them exposing the 
commonality of all our experiences.
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2009 
Anne Forre & Co., Aspen, Co – “This is not my violin” solo Exhibition (August 2009)

melissa morgan Fine Art, Palm Desert, CA - “estro-GEn” Group Exhibition (April 2009) 

Gail severn Gallery, Ketchum/sun valley, iD. “Gathering together” solo Exhibition (march/April 2009) 

Anne Forre & Co., Aspen, Co – Group Exhibition (January 2009)

Gebert Gallery, lA, CA – “trans+lucent” Group Exhibition (January 2009)

2008 
Gebert Gallery, lA, CA – “no Explanations needed” - solo Exhibition (July 2008)

Bakersfield museum of Art, CA – “melt my Art” - Group Exhibition (June - August 2008) 

Grover/Thurston, seattle, WA - “Earless listening” - solo exhibition (January 2008)

seattle Art museum Gallery - “Autobiography” - Group show (January 2008)

Gail severn Gallery, Ketchum/sun valley, iD. “Eloquent Flower” - Group show (July 2008) 

2007 
Gail severn Gallery, Ketchum/sun valley, idaho, “memories” solo Exhibition of mixed media Paintings

“Give and take” - R & F Gallery, Kingston ny, works from “surface” (Four Person Exhibition) 

Woodside/Braseth Gallery, seattle, “Consume” mixed media Paintings and sculptural installations (solo Exhibition) 

CoCA (Center on Contemporary Art), seattle, “Consuming youth” large scale Photographs (solo Exhibition) 

Pratt Fine Arts, seattle – master Artist solo Exhibition “surface” 

University of Washington medical Center, seattle, “surface” Group exhibition of work completed in the master Artist 
intensive Workshop given by Kindler at Pratt Fine Arts, seattle 

2006:  
“Give and take” - R & F Gallery, Kingston ny, works from “surface” (Four Person Exhibition)

Chiaroscuro Gallery, scottsdale, AZ, “The Dreams” part i (solo Exhibition) 

Anne Reed Gallery, Ketchum iD, “The Dreams” part ii (solo Exhibition) 

Woodside/Braseth Gallery, seattle (Group Exhibition) 

Alysia Duckler Gallery, Portland oR, “Confections” (Group Exhibition) 

ArtlA 2006 Art Fair, hosted by Alysia Duckler Gallery, Portland oR 

Poncho/Escala opening event exhibition invitational (Group show of 6 artists) 

2005  
Anne Reed Gallery, Ketchum iD, (Group Exhibition) 

Woodside/Braseth Gallery, “Dreams” (solo Exhibition), seattle WA 

Chiaroscuro Gallery, scottsdale, AZ, (Group Exhibition) 

Cornish College of the Arts, seattle, WA, (solo Exhibition) 

Gas Gallery, torino, italy (Group Exhibition) 

2004  
Gas Gallery, torino, italy (Group Exhibition) 

Anne Reed Gallery, sun valley “Defining truth” (solo Exhibition) 

At.31 Gallery, “Alter Ego” (solo Exhibition) 

Anne Reed Gallery, (Group Exhibition) 

2003  
Ann Reed Gallery, sun valley 

At.31 GAllERy, “Defining truth” (solo Exhibition) 

2002  
Bellevue Art museum , Bellevue WA  “Best of show” 2002 (Juried Exhibition) 

Atelier 31, Kirkland WA “nourish” (Part i), (solo Exhibition)

margo Jacobsen Gallery, Portland oR “nourish” (Part ii), (solo Exhibition)

“hands”, Atelier 31, Kirkland WA 

2001 
Bibati Gallery, Portland oR “northwest Women’s Annual”, 

Atelier 31, Kirkland WA “it’s The law” (solo Exhibition) 

“Pigs in the market”, Juried Public installation for Pikes market Foundation, seattle 

Bellevue Art museum, Bellevue WA “Best of show” 2001 (Juried Exhibition) 

Atelier 31, a fund-raiser for the Bellevue Art museum “The Birds” (Group Exhibition) 

Buschlen mowatt, vancouver BC. “two by two” (Group Exhibition)

2000 
Atelier 31, Kirkland WA “Portraits” (solo Exhibition) 

Poncho/Pratt Exhibition, seattle Conv. Center, seattle WA “Best of show”, 

selected Public and Corporate Collections: 

Bakersfield museum of Art, CA; museum louvre or leave it, mn; Cornish College of the Arts, WA; heller Erhman, WA; The Johnson law Group, 
WA; Ebberson lasher, WA; odessa Brown Clinic, WA 

Related Arts Community service, Associations, and Accomplishments:

•	 Sits	on	the	Board	of	Poncho	(Major	funding	organization	for	the	arts	in	Seattle)	2007	-	Present	

•	 Co-Chair	of	2008	Poncho’s	Invitational	Fine	Arts	Auction	

•	 Honored	by	Pratt	Fine	Arts	in	Seattle	to	be	“Master	Artist”	for	their	Spring	semester	2007	

•	 Sits	on	the	Board	of	Cornish	College	of	the	Arts	located	in	Seattle	WA	.	2002	-	2007	

•	 Sits	on	the	Fine	Arts	Auction	Committee	of	Poncho	2005	-	2007	

•	 Designed	and	Published	the	award	winning	(Gold	Award	for	Excellence	in	Printing)	Book	“Defining	Truth/Judith	Kindler”	in	2004	focusing	on		 	
 her body of work entitled “Defining truth” interview and introduction by stefano Catalani, Curator of the Bellevue Arts museum in Bellevue WA 

•	 Co-Chair	of	the	Bellevue	Art	Museum	Art	Auction	2002.	

•	 Chaired	art	procurement	for	the	Bellevue	Art	Museum	Auction	2001	

•	 Sat	on	the	Executive	Committee	of	the	Contemporary	Arts	Council	of	The	Seattle	Art	Museum	2000.	

•	 Appointed	by	Virginia	Anderson	(head	of	Seattle	Center)	in	1999	to	sit	on	a	Task	Force	to	develop	a	“Theatre	District”	which	includes	the 
 seattle Rep, intiman, the seattle Ballet, the soon to be “Performance hall” (The redevelopment of the now opera house). it was Kindler’s artistic   
 vision which raised the initial funds to proceed with this project bringing it to the full design stage and tying it together with the new  
 Performance hall. 

•	 In	2000,	Virginia	Anderson	again	appointed	Kindler	to	the	Advisory	Committee,	overseeing	the	development	of	the	Theatre	District	and	 
 Performance hall. 

•	 Sat	on	the	Tourism	Task	Force	and	Arts	Commission	Development	Task	Force	of	Kirkland.	These	task	forces	were	specifically	put	in	place	to	 
 create a master strategic plan for developing Kirkland as an Arts Destinations in Washington and to provide an appropriate vehicle for the  
 public development of the arts and culture in Kirkland. 
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